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Paul, the apostle, is writing to the people of Corinth: 

5 It is actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you, and of a kind that is not tolerated even 

among pagans, for a man has his father's wife. 2 And you are arrogant! Ought you not rather to mourn? 

Let him who has done this be removed from among you. 

3 For though absent in body, I am present in spirit; and as if present, I have already pronounced judgment 

on the one who did such a thing. 4 When you are assembled in the name of the Lord Jesus and my spirit is 

present, with the power of our Lord Jesus,5 you are to deliver this man to Satan for the destruction of the 

flesh, so that his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord.  

6 Your boasting is not good. Do you not know that a little leaven leavens the whole lump? 7 Cleanse out the 

old leaven that you may be a new lump, as you really are unleavened. For Christ, our Passover lamb, has 

been sacrificed. 8 Let us therefore celebrate the festival, not with the old leaven, the leaven of malice and 

evil, but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth. 

9 I wrote to you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people— 10 not at all meaning the 

sexually immoral of this world, or the greedy and swindlers, or idolaters, since then you would need to go 

out of the world. 11 But now I am writing to you not to associate with anyone who bears the name of 

brother if he is guilty of sexual immorality or greed, or is an idolater, reviler, drunkard, or swindler—not 

even to eat with such a one. 12 For what have I to do with judging outsiders? Is it not those inside the 

church whom you are to judge? 13 God judges those outside. “Purge the evil person from among you.” 

Let’s pray together. 

Our great father in heaven, we ask that you would show us from your word, what we need 

today. To know how the gospel applies to Christ and His church, particularly in this area that 

is so difficult and so sensitive, sometimes known as church discipline or excommunication, 

sometimes associated with certain older denominations, the Roman Catholic Church, or 

ancient history or civilization. In all these things, we pray that you would give us the sense of 

how this is brutally relevant and needed today in our own lives, our families, and our church. 

 For those of us who aren’t Christians this morning or who came in thinking we need hope and 

your help and “this is the last passage I needed to hear from the Lord”, Lord show us that in 

every passage there is hope and the grace of the gospel that nourishes, encourages us, and 

challenges us. In Jesus name we pray. Amen. 



This morning, like many of you, I’m distracted and there are a lot of things on my mind. 

However, like some of you, the longer we stand here, the more it bothers you; some of you saw it 

when it happened. That piece of crumbled paper on the stage. There are roughly speaking, two 

kinds of people in the world: the first kind cares that the paper is there and the second kind 

cares very much that this clean platform has something foreign there in the house of the Lord. 

What if I left it there for you all to see for the entire sermon? 

The reason I say this is because there is an innate human tendency that we don’t like things that 

don’t belong. A few months ago there was a wedding that took place in a banquet hall. I took a 

picture of the entire wedding party and posted it on Instagram. I got many likes, but I don’t 

think anyone noticed that my son was also in the picture wearing a horse head! 

There’s this innate human tendency that we’re  bothered when there is something that doesn’t 

belong. It distracts us and we want to deal with it. As funny as it is when it’s about trash 

somewhere or someone in the picture that doesn’t match, there’s something more relevant, 

apparent, profound, and needed in our lives. That is, when there is something in the church of 

Christ that doesn’t belong. 

This is a series about Christ and His church. After this we’re going to move into our season 

focusing on missions and we’re going to have our annual missions conference. Our guest 

speaker is going to be pastor Billy Lo from the Stockholm  Chinese Christian church, one of the 

churches we partner with for our missions. Steve Liu and I will be preaching. 

 This is our last sermon in 1 Corinthians for this Fall where we think about Christ and His 

church. As much we’re bothered by trash somewhere or an item on a table that is out of sorts or 

an element that doesn’t belong, Christ cares deeply about an element that does not belong in His 

people, and that is unaddressed sin. 

Our dear sister Francis has recently been diagnosed with lung cancer. We’ve been frantically and 

fervently praying for her that God in His mercy would heal. Recently, when I was in California 

visiting friends, I was talking to a friend who not only had an aggressive form of cancer, but also 

actually went to the doctor for the symptoms years ago. At the time, the doctors said it was fine 

and they refused certain tests that would indicate other issues. As the symptoms persisted, it 

was finally found out when she went to the hospital that she does indeed have cancer. This really 

affected the family. The most tragic part wasn’t the disease, but that something could have been 

healed, but no one saw it. No one addressed the signs. No one had the courage or willingness to 



deal with it while it was still small. Sometimes people say “its small, let it go” but small things 

unchecked often lead to big things.  

Here’s the issue in the context of Christ in His church. What about unaddressed sin in the 

church of Christ. What about the sin that goes unchecked that is publically known in the church 

of Christ. I don’t mean the small family stuff or that someone lies one time. Of course, these are 

sins. Christ died so we can be free from them, but the sin we’re talking about is an unrepentant 

persistence in the body of Christ. What were going to see this morning is that Paul addresses it 

brutally but mercifully.  

Three points we’re going to see from the passage this morning: 

1. What is the attitude that we have to have about unaddressed sin in the body 

of Christ? 

I don’t care if you’re a sizxth grader or a sixtieth grader in this room. Every Christian, 

every believer shares the responsibility of having this attitude.  

2. Why do we need to have this attitude? What is the basis for the urgency and 

importance of having this attitude towards unaddressed sin? 

3. What are the first practical steps towards dealing with the unaddressed sin 

in the church? 

Let me give you some background about 1 Corinthians 5. There is a man who has allegedly 

sleeping with and has married his father’s wife. Even by modern standards and the sinful 

standards of the Roman Empire, this is outrageous and sinful.  

5 It is actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you, and of a kind that is 

not tolerated even among pagans, for a man has his father's wife.  

Just so we don’t go crazy here, there were probably good, practical reasons why a man would do 

that. Say, a father had a son and then that father’s wife died and he married a new woman – that 

would be the stepmother. That father might have decided to pass on his power and wealth to the 

step mother. That father might have married the step mother that was the same age or younger 

than the son. On top of that, if your father dies and you’re a son, a very pragmatic way to ensure 

that the wealth stays in the family is marry her and be done with it. You have this woman who is 

probably younger than you anyway and now you have your family’s wealth, status, and estate. I 



just want you to know that there were probably some very practical reasons for this man to 

commit this sin. In this case, the Corinthian church saw this act as Christians and they were 

perfectly fine with it. If anything, they were arrogant about their church.  

5 It is actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you 

Here’s one wrong attitude: it doesn’t really matter. There’s this blatantly public issue, but we’re 

not going to deal with it. Here’s another misguided attitude: I don’t want to have any association 

with or appearance of sin at all. You can see this if you go down to verse 9:  

9 I wrote to you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people— 10 not at all 

meaning the sexually immoral of this world, or the greedy and swindlers, or 

idolaters, since then you would need to go out of the world. 11 But now I am writing to you 

not to associate with anyone who bears the name of brother if he is guilty of sexual 

immorality or greed, 

Here’s the misguided attitude that was in the Corinthian church that I think you and I might 

struggle with today: How are we doing as a church? I think we’re okay and fine even though 

there’s knowledge that there are issues within our ranks. Or, to say, we’re going to isolate 

ourselves completely. But then what’s the point of the church then if the church is supposed to 

be a beacon, a light, a messenger, an ambassador for Christ.  

1. What is the attitude that we have to have about unaddressed sin in the body of 

Christ? 

This is what Paul is saying: Every Christian must embrace the willingness to address sin in the 

body of Christ.  

Awhile ago, we went through the series Sermon on the Mount and we looked at Matthews 18 

and 19. We talked about what Jesus himself said to do when there’s sin in the body of Christ. 

When there’s sin in the body of Christ Jesus expects His people to do something about it. He 

might go as far as to say this: our dedication to Christ is measured by our willingness to deal 

with sin within the body of Christ.  

In the Chinese culture, it is very challenging because there are not a lot of tools and ways to 

bring up issues of shame and problems. Years ago when I first got here and I got to know the 

youth, they would bring up problems within their parents’ marriages. I would talk to them and 

say “Do I have permission to talk to your family or the pastors about it?” I would talk to the 

pastor and say, “there’s this issue in this person’s family. All their aunties and uncles and the 

community seem to know about it and I wanted to see if you were aware of it.” Without 



exception, the pastor would say, “yeah, we do know about it” and I would ask, “is something 

being done?” The basic thing they said was “it’s so hard to bring it up in Chinese culture”. 

Everyone in the church, regardless of background culture, must embrace dealing with sin and 

problems.  

If you’re at home and you see this growth of mold in the fridge, you would think “oh its gross”, 

but you wouldn’t just leave it there. If you go to the bathroom and see your little one has left 

something on the toilet, you wouldn’t think “oh it’s gross” and then just leave it there. You would 

deal with it because it’s disgusting and you need to.  

When it comes to the body of Christ, we’re just so unwilling. We shoot ourselves in the foot. I 

don’t know anyone who doesn’t wish the body of Christ would help with physical needs. When 

someone is sick or gets laid off, a lot of people rally around to cook or organize clothing drives. 

When some people have financial issues, I’ve heard of spontaneous donations. When there are 

physical catastrophes, this church is so generous. When it’s physical, when it’s financial, but 

what about when it’s immoral? When there is an issue in someone’s marriage or business ethics, 

and it’s pretty well known, it’s so easy to not address that, but it doesn’t work that way.  

Some people wonder “why can’t the church be better at meeting the physical or emotional 

needs?” The answer is the same reason why we’re not willing to address the sexual or spiritual 

needs. Because you can’t be a church that pretends to close your eyes to the spiritual and 

immoral needs. That just won’t work. If you want more people to be willing to cook chicken soup 

for people, you and I need to be prepared to deal with sin because it’s the same instinct. My love 

for you can’t just be about physical or social or financial needs, but when it comes to spiritual 

needs I just ignore them. 

 

2. Why do we need to have this attitude? What is the basis for the urgency and 

importance of having this attitude towards unaddressed sin? 

Paul gives two reasons why this is so important –why every Christian young and old needs to 

care and have a willingness to deal with sin in the corporate community of faith. Let’s take a look 

at verse 3-6:  

3 For though absent in body, I am present in spirit; and as if present, I have already 

pronounced judgment on the one who did such a thing. 4 When you are assembled in the 

name of the Lord Jesus and my spirit is present, with the power of our Lord Jesus,5 you 



are to deliver this man to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may be 

saved in the day of the Lord.  

6 Your boasting is not good. Do you not know that a little leaven leavens the whole lump?  

What’s the first reason? The first reason is this: unchecked sin will infect the whole body. 

Unchecked sin, in the corporate body, will affect the whole body. He uses this analogy of leaven. 

Some commentators use the term yeast instead of leaven, but there’s a difference between the 

two that I discovered recently.  

Yeast is like a foreign object that chemically creates bubbles and allows bread to rise. Leaven, 

technically speaking, is old bread, last week’s dough that was purposely set aside. The yeast in 

the old bread works its way throughout the new bread that is predominantly fresh, but will still 

rise. And so forth and so forth throughout the entire year. However, the one time in ancient 

Jewish history, the people had to escape Israel so fast that they did not have time to make 

leavened bread. In the feast of unleavened bread, for both health and memorial reasons, the 

ancient Israelites were commanded to clean their entire household from all old leaven. Thus, 

they began the new year with new leaven. 

What Paul is saying is this: a little leaven always works its way throughout the whole bread. I 

have a family of five and as we do our laundry, inevitably, there is someone that forgets to 

separate one red sock. That one colored object turns all the whites to pink. The point is, we know 

this concept intuitively in so many cases in our lives.  

I was recently at a dinner in someone’s home and one of the kids didn’t appreciate the meal. The 

kid said aloud, “mom, when are you going to cook a real meal?” That left unchecked will spread.  

You know what is arrogance? Arrogance in the Bible is believing that the unaddressed sin in our 

lives can be contained. You can’t contain cancer. You can’t contain sin. It will spread. Our 

unwillingness to address sin in the body of Christ might indicate our unwillingness to address 

sin in our own individual lives. What Paul is saying is that a little bit of leaven will infect the 

whole lump. No matter who you are or who I am, if we think we’re getting away with something 

sinful, it’s going to affect the health of the body of Christ. It will spread.  

I know of a case in a church where there was a divorce. The entire congregation knew of the 

divorce and the pastors didn’t do anything because they didn’t know what to do. I remember 

thinking “there has to be a cost to this, both to this couple and to the health of the church”. I 



later talked to a friend about it and one of the members expressed that he was angry at the 

church for not doing a single thing. That is one of the formative experiences when I was a young 

seminarian that made me realize that, just like a parent that lets their child get away with 

disrespecting once or lying once or being late once, a church who lets their members go 

unchecked as they bring a family through some difficult, painful, sinful times will lose all 

credibility. 

I’ve preached on Tits, Matthew 18, Galatians 6. I’m basically the church disciplinary pastor. I 

don’t want that reputation, but I feel like this topic is always coming up again. If you want to 

know why I’m so passionate about it, it is because I’ve seen churches lose all credibility because 

they didn’t deal with this stuff. I’ve seen church ministries lose all credibility because they didn’t 

deal with this stuff. I’ve seen college ministries lose all credibility because they didn’t deal with a 

leader. I’ve seen congregations lose all credibility because they didn’t deal with a deacon or elder 

who was struggling in his or her walk with God. We cannot let it go unchecked. We are not that 

strong. We are not the good. No one is that spiritual because any sin going unchecked with 

permeate the whole body.  

Reason number two as to why we should is because Jesus told us to. Jesus commands us to. He 

is our Passover lamb. In the imagery of the leaven, the Passover supper occurred the night they 

had to flee and had no time to take leaven with them. Let’s take a look at verse 7: 

7 Cleanse out the old leaven that you may be a new lump, as you really are unleavened. 

For Christ, our Passover lamb, has been sacrificed. 8 Let us therefore celebrate the 

festival, not with the old leaven, the leaven of malice and evil, but with the unleavened 

bread of sincerity and truth. 

Because Christ is our sacrificial Passover lamb who died for our sins, we must deal with the 

leaven. This is important. Notice, the writer makes the opposite of truth, evil. The opposite of 

sincerity, malice. The opposite of truth is not falsehood or inaccurate reporting. The opposite of 

sincerity is not lying. It’s malice and evil. Paul calls it evil if we don’t address a blatant sin in our 

body because Jesus tells us to do so. Every believer here must embrace the willingness to 

address sin in the body of Christ – my sin, your sin, corporate sins.  

There are two main reasons why we must adopt this attitude: the leaven will work its way to 

everyone and because Jesus our Passover lamb calls us to do this. 



3. What are the first practical steps towards dealing with the unaddressed sin in 

the church? 

How do we go about doing this? This sounds so ancient and outdated. Does anyone really do 

this today? Apparently Jesus expects it to be so. What I want to share is three beginning steps 

we can take to begin to cultivate this attitude: 

First, we need to be grieving and mourning our sin. We need to be busted up, broken, up and 

deeply affected by sin in our church. It’s not about judgment or harshness. It’s about a 

conviction that Jesus did so that we don’t have to deal with this. We see this in chapter 5 verse 2:  

2 And you are arrogant! Ought you not rather to mourn? Let him who has done this be 

removed from among you. 

The first step in health is to recognize that we are sick. Go to any anonymous program and you’ll 

find that the first step is that denial is an issue and that we have a problem and that we are not 

as healthy, good, or strong as much as we think we are.  

People outside of BCEC think we’re an incredible, really healthy church. God has been gracious 

in longevity of our staff, our growth and expansion, the amazing brothers and sisters we have 

here. The Chinatown community thinks we’re awesome, but because we are part of the church, 

we recognize that we are not perfect. We have lots of issues and problems. One of those issues 

that we need to grow in is being broken up over someone elses sin not because it hurts or 

bothers me, but because we’re family.  

I have discovered a new impulse in me that im not sure I like. At first there was only one 

category, other people’s kids. Then there was a second category, my own kids. There’s this new 

category called nieces and nephews. I don’t know how to think about them. Yes they’re someone 

else’s kids but they’re also sister’s or brother’s or my wife’s sister’s or brother’s kids. So now I 

don’t know how to act! 

It cannot be a “it’s not my problem”. Even the phrases we use in America “our own private 

religion” is foreign to the bible. There’s no such thing as private religion; there is only Christ and 

His people. Even the notion of private issues is already a stamp of our modern world view. It 

cannot be that we don’t care. There is a responsibility to the discipleship of the parents. There is 

a responsibility to equipping the leaders. God does put parents as primary responsibility holders 

for raising their children, but somewhere in there, we need a new category. We need a new 



category that we are all family. I care what happens to you not because it hurts me or affects me, 

but because we’re in the body of Christ.  

When you become a member of this church, one of the things we need to do is adopt a new 

attitude that is foreign to this modern world. I have to care about your sins, not because youre 

my children but because you’re my sister or brother. It will break my heart when I hear about 

unchecked sin in your life. The bottom line is this: if our hearts don’t break for someone else’s 

unchecked sin, we don’t love them enough. Plain and simple. Loving them the way Christ calls 

us to love them. Christ adopts doesn’t just adopt us as a father, but adopts us into a family. We 

have to love them and their sins will break our hearts. It’s not about blaming anyone, but being 

broken up. 

At the very end of his list of persecution and pain, the apostle Paul says, “there is the pressure of 

all the churches on my heart”. He cares about every single church and every single person and 

that is way more painful and way more of a burden than being whipped to the point of death. 

The point is that is how much he loves us and how much we are to love one another.  

When you hear of a problem, you need to mourn. It takes thinking to think, “This is my brother 

or sister in Christ. This is what it must be like for their loved ones. This is what it must be like for 

them to deal with the sin, yet feel like they can’t overcome the sin and feel like no one is willing 

to help them overcome the sin.” When was the last time we cried over someone’s spiritual life?  

Paul says you ought to warn. We need to be reminded that we need to mourn and be broken up 

about the problems and the sins. When I say mourn, I don’t mean mitigate responsibility 

because sin is sin. The first feeling you should get from your pastor, your leader, or any other 

Christian is not judgment or even forgiveness, but mourning. Because of that mourning it makes 

me show grace. Because of that mourning it makes me offer forgiveness. Because of that 

mourning I must help you address the sin. 

Secondly, we need to understand that it requires a community to deal with sin. Everything must 

be done in community. I want you to notice something here. In verses 3-5, we see Paul judges 

the man individually, but does the excommunication part together as a body. 

3 For though absent in body, I am present in spirit; and as if present, I have already 

pronounced judgment on the one who did such a thing. 4 When you are assembled in the 

name of the Lord Jesus and my spirit is present, with the power of our Lord Jesus,5 you 

are to deliver this man to Satan for the destruction of the flesh 



That power to excommunicate should not reside in one person. No bishop, no pope, no senior 

pastor; this is communal decision. It’s ridiculous to allow one person to have that much power, 

but more importantly, the process of excommunication of someone requires the commitment 

and full knowledge of every believer in the church. That is something you only do when you’re 

together as a body.  

For example, say my Christian friends and I know that a man is being unfaithful to his wife. We 

decide to disfellowship him from certain things. That doesn’t work if the rest of the church acts 

like everything is normal and fine. 

Paul says that we can judge someone for their sin because a sin is a sin. However, he says that no 

one alone has the power or right to put someone out. So what is this “putting someone out”? 

Let’s take a look at verse 5: 

5 you are to deliver this man to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may 

be saved in the day of the Lord.  

There are two primary views of what this verse means. The first is about the man dying. Save 

him because he is killed as physical being so he won’t go further down the path of destruction 

and then God saves him. There are actually reasons for that. In other places in the bible, Paul 

says that’s why some of you have fallen asleep because you’ve gone so far down the wrong path 

that god had to take you home right away. However, I don’t think that is the case here.  

Throughout the bible, when Paul refers to the flesh, he doesn’t usually mean the physical body 

but the sinful nature. In other parts of this letter, Paul says destroy the flesh. In other parts, he 

says crucify the flesh and we know that means the sinful nature not the physical body. Paul is 

basically saying that you should take someone out of fellowship, so that Satan can have his way 

with him so that it will address the sinful nature. Paul knows this personally because in 2 

Corinthians he had a thorn in his side/ flesh. It kept Paul humble and from boasting about his 

visions as a apostle. Do you remember where it came from? Satan’s messenger. God is in 

providence, goodness, and inscrutable wisdom said, “Paul, I’m not going to take this thorn from 

you. You need it to stay humble, so you can write the rest of the Bible.” God has a way of using 

Satan whether it’s Job in the Old Testament, whether it’s Paul, or whether it’s you or me to let 

them have a way so that they may be restored and brought back.  

Number one, how do we do this? We have to be so broken up. I dare not approach you about the 

sin in your life unless I’m just as upset if not upset about it than you are. If anything, I have to be 

more upset than you because if you were really upset, you would have dealt with that sin 



already. Number two, I need to recognize the difference between individual judgment and the 

church as a whole taking action. Now practical step number three, let’s take a look at verse 11: 

11 But now I am writing to you not to associate with anyone who bears the name of 

brother if he is guilty of sexual immorality or greed, or is an idolater, reviler, drunkard, or 

swindler—not even to eat with such a one.  

This means that they should not be allowed to take the Lord’s supper. Now I’ve seen this done 

two ways. Some churches will actually read the name and announce it out loud stating, “This 

morning brother so-and-so or sister so-and-so has an unaddressed sin. We have gotten many 

people and leaders together to try to talk to this person, but this person is unwilling to make the 

changes needed to address this sin and all four communions stations will not be serving this 

person communion.” Or it could be as simple as, “brother so-and-so or sister so-and-so, we’ve 

had a long series of conversations and until you confess your sin, please do not take 

communion.” However, up until now here at BCEC, it has simple been “if you’re not ready to 

take communion, don’t do it. Take some time, confess your sin if you feel like you’re holding 

something back from God, then come forward and accept the meal that reminds us that Christ 

died for us.” The word fellowship means to have close association with and meals with, and in 

this case, the Lord’s supper. 

They should also not hold any church leadership or office. They should not be allowed to stay as 

a Sunday school teacher, a small group leader, a discipler, a Children’s Ministry minister, a choir 

leader. They should not be allowed to do these things. They should definitely not be allowed to 

be preaching God’s word, particularly because if they are preaching they are heaping all this 

hypocritical judgment on themselves. The least loving thing to do is allow them to keep teaching 

even though they are struggling with their walk with God because you’re still getting teaching 

while still heaping judgment on them.  

They should not be allowed to transfer their membership out of the church. When you get 

baptized, you become a member at this church. If you go to another church, we want you to 

transfer your membership to another church.  All you have to do is go to the church and fill out 

their application. Someone from that church will contact us and ask if you had good standing at 

our church. What kind of church would we be if we omitted that this person applying to transfer 

membership had questionable contact with children?  



When I was in California, we got this letter circulated from a large community church; it was 

actually a blistering packet with at least 20-30 pages detailing how a public minister of youth 

had been accused of having inappropriate contact with minors. It was a church organization that 

went to different high school campuses to do stuff and had a vast reach and influence .This 

minister was not willing to address these issues and so this church sent out this letter to all the 

churches in the area. I’ve read this letter and this letter detailed how one individual approached 

this minister and then several other ministers approached this minister and he was still 

unwilling to address this problem. It warned, “Do not let this person come near your youth.” My 

first thought was, “Wow, that was intense”, but then my second thought was, “Well, what else is 

the right thing to do?”  

Having been in Boston now for 12 years, I’m thankful there have not been many of these cases. 

Someone warned me, “We’re having problems with this person and we were trying to deal with 

it but then they left. If they show up at your church, send him or her back to us and we’ll deal 

with it.” This person telling me at first didn’t even want to tell me the name. Then, another 

person called me and flat out told me, “Do not let this person (insert name here) join your youth 

ministry.” The key thing is: they looked out for you. They were looking out for my kids and your 

kids.  

In Christ and His church, there is an opportunity to show grace. The grace of Jesus Christ is the 

power to come along side each other and to recognize that we are all sinners and we all struggle. 

If you’re marriage is struggling, go get good, biblical Christian counseling. However, the idea 

that we cannot share our struggles as a church is Satan’s victory. The church is the place you’re 

supposed to be able to go. If you’re having financial issues, maybe it’s not your fault because you 

got laid off or maybe it is your fault because you have gambling issues or you were fired for 

having questionable business practices, it’s easy to think that you can’t tell people at church that 

you are struggling. This is the place you’re supposed to tell people. If you’re struggling with lust 

or whatever it is, this is the body of Christ. When one member of the body hurts, everyone feels 

it, or is at least supposed to. You and I don’t have the right to contain the cancer because we 

can’t. If I’m a hand and I pretend that I’m not connected to anything else and allow my sickness 

to spread, I’m not only going to harm myself, but I’m going to harm the whole body.  

Friends, this morning’s talk is serious because Christ calls us to have a willingness to address sin 

in the church. In our small groups, I suggest we talk about whether or not we are broken up over 

our own sin and the sins of the people we hear about and know. Do we mourn? Can we ask God 



to teach us to mourn for our sins? Whenever Paul talks about sin, we see that he talks about it as 

a group. We have the responsibility, duty, and privilege to take care of one another. The church 

should not be the place where you have to clean up your act before you come in. The church 

should also not be the place where you come in and pretend like you have no problems. The 

church of Christ should be a place where we come in, and with wisdom, inform people who are 

able to come along side of us in a Christ-like, loving way to help us grow.  

Some of you in here are recipients of this. You’d have to think that in a room this size that many 

of you have experienced this. Some of you have been removed from ministry for a season. No 

one around you knew it that way because we were gracious about it and you repented. Others of 

you know someone who did have to be removed for a season and we had to be more public about 

it because they were unwilling to repent. Others of you are thinking “You’ve got to be kidding 

me! This goes on?” Yes it does, all the time. Let me tell you, you’ve got a well behaving kid at 

church, I’ve got to tell you that someone is getting disciplined at home; that’s why they’re 

behaving at church right? Same in the church of Christ as adults. I assure you that it happens in 

small groups, in ministry groups, in friendships, in marriages.  

Friends, do you want to avail yourself the incredible resource of grace and support because some 

other sinners who know we’re messed up you’d want to help and want to pray. If we’re sick, sure 

we want lots of prayer. If we recently got laid off from a job, sure we want it to be posted in the 

bulletin that we’re looking for a job. If we’re spiritually sick, are we just as willing to put in the 

bulletin “my marriage stinks right now”? Go ahead and allow the pastors to announce:  

so-and-so lost his job, not because of economically hard times, but because he lied or cheated at 

work. Please pray not only for a job but that he would change spiritually.” Wouldn’t it be 

amazing if that was the kind of request that we could post publically? Not because we want to 

get into dirty laundry, but because we want prayer for the most important sicknesses in our 

lives: spiritual sickness. Jesus calls us to do that. It’s His church. 

Let’s pray. 

Heavenly Father, thank you for the opportunity to talk. Thank you for the opportunity to 

share. Thank you for the small groups and the drives homes in people’s cars as we share our 

struggles.  

Should we share with our small groups that we have problems? Should we share that our 

marriages are in trouble? Do we share that we are actually having all these issues at work? 



Should we share that we are being sued with someone that we worked with? Wisdom is needed 

for every one of those cases. I pray that what would not hold us back is the fear of shame. I 

pray that what would not hold us back is the sense that we need to put on a better face. I pray 

that wisdom and discernment would influence who we share to.  

Lord, help us to realize that every single one of us has to be willing to address sin in our body. 

We are not so strong that we can get away with this. Lord, as a pastor, I’ve already seen 

firsthand that if we don’t do this as a church, we will be allowing harm to our body. I pray that 

first and foremost we would mourn our sin because Father you mourn so much and you were 

broken up by it so much that you would send your son to die for us. You gave us your own son.  

Convict us so that we might do anything for Christ because of what has been done for us. That 

means, with loving, gentle wisdom and tact, begin the long journey of becoming a church that 

continues to grow in this area of dealing with unchecked sin in our midst for the sake of love 

and for the sake of Christ. In Jesus name we pray. Amen.  


